
RACE RETRO INTERNATIONAL 

HISTORIC MOTORSPORT SHOW 2019 
Friday 22 - Sunday 24 February 2019 

Stoneleigh Park, CV8 2LG.   

MSA licensed marshals required 

With the show going into its 25th year, one of the most exciting elements has 

always been the Live Rally Stage that takes place on Saturday and Sunday, 

with sessions running in the morning and afternoon.  It celebrates rallying's 

past with a stunning selection of up to 120 Group A, B and C cars brought 

together by Rallying with Group B (RWGB).   

Getting there by car:   
Stoneleigh is located between the M6 and M40 motorways, close to Kenilworth 

and 6 miles south of Coventry near the A46.  The Park is accessed from the 

B4113.  

 
Marshals package:  
£10 per day subsistence 

Free camping on site. 

Hot lunch Saturday/ Sunday (courtesy of Rallying With Group B).  

Free access to exhibition all three days.  

 

Camping - just on the right after passing through main entrance gate.  The 

stage is located further up on the right. Any changes to stage location will be 

communicated nearer the time.    

 

Parking - turn right into the stage, turn left past the building and park on hard 

standing on the right.   

Marshal  Sign On/ Briefing 

0800 each day at the Rallying with Group B Marquee located next to the rally 

stage.  You will then have time to get breakfast and browse the exhibition for a 

while.   



On post timings 
0950 for Historic Karts at 1000, finishing 1030.  Remain on post and deploy to 

rally stage marshal locations until stage closes 1300.  

Lunch break approx 45 minutes 

Back on post 1350 for Historic Karts, finishing 1430, deploy to rally stage locations 

until stage closes at 1630.  Same procedure both Saturday and Sunday.  

Welfare 
It is usually cold, and the Park is fairly exposed so wind burn is a risk.  Please 

come prepared with plenty of warm clothing layers,  sun/wind skin protection and 

full wet gear, also suitable food/snacks/ flask  (hot water readily available in the 

cafe) to keep you going throughout the day.  Toilets are available nearby.   

Technical 
Whistle - mandatory piece of kit for marshals.  Although this is a demonstration 

event, the drivers do not hold back and incidents do occur, albeit infrequently.    

     

Red Flag - if you do have your own, you are welcome to bring it with you, 

however, flags will be available for you to take to post.  Use of flag will be 

explained during briefing. 

Comms - we have never needed radios as all points on stage can be clearly seen.  

Good observation, flags, whistles and appropriate body language/gesticulating are 

sufficient !  

Rescue - the usual team from Silverstone will be present both days as in previous 

years.   There will be medical cover/ ambulances on site.  

Fire - When you pick up your red flag, also pick up an extinguisher (ensure you 

have suitable gloves)    

Road close/open car:  I will come through the stage in my car, or accompany a 

member of RWGB staff in one of their vehicles as happened this year.   

Availability 

Please confirm your availability to Dawn Irwin, Chief Marshal,  

Mobile: 07907821057; Email: aorgirl@hotmail.co.uk / dawnirwin7@gmail.com  

Facebook Messenger / Whatsapp 


